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CHAPTER 20
We Are Human

What if Life Mastery is the Core of Human Existence? 
Could i t  Real ly Be the Source o f  a l l  Our Joy?



"Life Mastery leaves behind irrefutable evidence, But so 
does death." 

-Lion

I AM THE POSSIBILITY
Chapte r  20



As I walked down into the dark shadows at the end of a

small staircase, I approached a treasure chest. It opened,

as if by itself, and just then a small alabaster box emerged,

floating into my grasp. The shadows ran from its brilliant

light. As the box opened before me a flash of light bursted

throughout the Youniverse and there appeared on my head,

a fiery crown of glory and around my neck appeared the

chains of forgotten wisdom as I was given a new name. 

    I used to believe incredible things couldn’t happen to me,

I was right. However, I changed my mind. Incredible things

can happen to me. They do daily. The very fact that I exist

right now is mind-numbing. I’m aware. Conscious. I have

power, the power to create myself, my life and my world.

About a year ago I thought Cognizance Continuance was

the last piece of this series. However, I soon realized I

needed a cover. I couldn’t spend all this time on such a

massive project and just slap any old cover on the front,

now could I? I spent over one year drawing the cover, over

one thousand hours on the final. That doesn’t include

thumbnails and studies, which I spent easily more than

double that amount of time on. This cover piece turned into

everything I have ever needed to say but, didn’t know how.

English, I’ve found, is a very limiting language. Most of the

essence of life is lost when translated into English. The

artwork is the whole reason for this book. It says more than

English could ever wish to speak.  

    I created three final drafts of the cover. Each one tells a

story of outcomes, possibility and the cycles and seasons.

Together, an entirely new message appears; 



The first cover piece depicts the pursuit of dreams with an

in-your-face approach. It’s a high degree of failure, its

ignorance. It’s also a symbol of testing oneself before

gathering credible information and tackling desire with no

preparation or training.  

    This is also possibility number one; I complete my book

but, it’s too in-your-face. My marketing is a complete failure

and I feel like the biggest fool on the planet. I can’t sell these

ideas to anyone thus, I can’t help anyone. I can’t get a

publisher and self-publishing isn’t good enough. People hate

me—No, worse. They don’t care and they don’t know me.

Change does not occur on my account nor in my lifetime. Of

course, there is one pro I can think of. I can rest assured

and die inside the confines of my cage; my comfort zone.

However, I fail to live up to my potential. Bleh! Enough! I

can’t spend any more time with this possibility. Comfort isn’t

worth its price. Therefore, this is the least likely possibility. 





The second cover piece is highly attractive. This depicts one

of my favorite phases within the cycle of learning. It’s the

moment after failure occurs. It’s the moment I plug myself in

to the quantum network and go deep within my core to

reflect. I spend a good portion of time and money training

heavily, reading, researching and discovering the most

credible sources of information I can find. This is where I

determine my goals and practice many various methods of

thinking and meditating to create a plan of massive action.

This can often be a very painful time and although I don’t

seek pain, I sure as hell use it to my advantage when it

comes wondering in within my vicinity. Most of my time in

this phase is spent alone or when I am not alone, I am

asking questions.  

    This is also possibility number two; I publish my book and

marketing isn’t great but, it’s effective. I don’t even scratch

the surface of my sales goals and I’m just not taken

seriously. As one editor remarked, “…I just don’t think the

world is ready to think like that.” One potential pro is that I

don’t have to become well known or famous. Perhaps, I can

live a “normal” life and when I die the world will be ready to

embrace my work. Nonetheless, I don’t live to see this

change occur in my lifetime. Bleh! Moving on.  





    The final piece absolutely scares the death out of me.

This is the phase where I step outside my comfort zone

again and attempt to implement my new plan of action and

knowledge where I have already failed. This newfound

knowledge and plan comes with me wherever I go,

implanted into every interaction. I fail a lot but, alas, I

continue in the face of adversity. Facing my fears and

weaknesses, pain and obstacles like a short kid standing up

to a bully. “I’m not afraid of you.” It’s where I buckle down

into a state of constant discomfort outside of my cage,

outside my safe zone. In this phase I face Epic Growth. It is

who I am. I’m constantly in awe and every waking moment

is synchronistic with the HereNow. Everything is a lesson,

reality responds to me.  

    In this final possibility, I receive a new name. I am the

most influential artist of all time and the catalyst for the

reformation of education. I not only live to see the change

occur in my lifetime, but furthermore I am a significant factor

in creating this new system. I am personally obligated to live

up to my potential. It is unethical not to. Odds being one in

infinity, I’ll take my chances. I will live every moment of my

life on purpose, guided by my bottom line; Help humanity

reach its full potential—Help everyone reach their full

potential. If I fail, no matter! It’s simply a part of the path and

with every failure I receive the seed of equal or greater

benefit. I will continue to cycle through the phases again and

again. Failure is not an option. It’s on this path alone, that I

discover and experience lasting and justified satisfaction.

I’m already the unreasonably happy man.  



    I’ve spent my entire life searching for the answer; “Why

am I on Earth?” I finally feel I know the answer. I feel

incredible, fulfilled. I feel blissful, complete. I am

unstoppable.  



TAKING 
ACTION

I know the fire is in you too, doesn't this 

feel great?

Well done!



•  T H I S  H A S  B E E N  A   •

E D U C A T I O N A L  R E S E A R C H  P R O D U C T I O N

All methods herein are experimental, results may vary. 

David Lion
Foundation 



Don’t tell me I never have,

never can, never will 

I’m the possibility I believe

I can fulfill 

Out of infinite possibilities,

I’m the only one 

Think about it, dream

about, million-dollar plan

about it 

Something must be done

—Believe me, I won’t quit! 

Cause out of infinite

possibilities I choose this

one 

Destiny nudges you on

the shoulder—Dance with

True Desire 

Let all the energy—

sunshine, pain, realization

starts a fire 

Out of infinite possibilities,

will you choose this one

too? 

Don’t tell me I never have,

never can, never will 

I’m the possibility I believe

I will fulfill 

Out of infinity possibility,

this one is me. 



THIS  CHAPTER  IS  DEDICATED  TO  

LION KING

THE  MOST  PERFECT  QUANTUM  ROLE  MODEL  OF

MY  SELF  IMAGE ,  FOR  SHOWING  ME  THE  WAY .



Desire and Distraction 

The Holy One and Whore 

True Freedom or a Prisoner of War? 

 

I’m either me or I’m dead inside, 

The latter’s just not an option anymore. 

 

Do I set myself free from my dream, 

From my vision, my destiny… 

 

Or do I see this thing through?  

Her pregnancy, a legacy, the clarity 

of ascendancy - supremacy. 

 

You see darling, I will not pursue you. 

I’m not the Lion, I’m the King. 

And I’ll dance with you, I’ll sing for you. 

 

But, I’m not attached to you, I’m free. 

Then hate me if you will, if ever, now. 

 

You can’t take from me my crown. 

I’ll share it freely my queen, 

Now start the countdown. 

 

The rein is coming, our moment is close

now. 

You see the land upon the horizon darling? 

 

Make the announcement, outbound,

surround sound.  

Declare our arrival, it’s time now.  
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